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Unit 5 - Individual Project 


Assignment Details


Assignment Description


The planning for the community building session is almost complete. The last details are how to conduct the plenary sessions for sharing information across groups to


develop key priorities and themes that will need to be addressed.


There are 2 sessions that need to be planned. One is to review the work done by intact work teams. In this larger session, the goal is to spot patterns and identify themes


that can be used to plan actions. These patterns or themes will come from the stop–continue–start charts developed by each functional group. In this way, not only will the
changes that need to happen be identified, but aspects of effective work (those things that work well and should be continued) can also be reinforced.


The external consulting team strongly recommended a "cross-functional, by-level grouping" for the first step. Their aim is to promote understanding of priorities and show how


different issues at different levels of the organization can be aligned. The internal consulting team is excited about being the primary facilitators for these sessions. Everyone


recognizes that a structured approach will be critical (for timing and to control decision–making inputs). The approach called Nominal Group Technique (NGT) seems to be
ideally suited to this task.


You want to prepare yourself for conducting the session. Use the library, Internet, or other resources to research NGT. Because each grouping will be of a differing size, you


want to tailor the overall steps of NGT to the situation you will facilitate. To do this, you must create a meeting session plan (a document of 4–5 pages) that will answer the
following questions:


What is the goal of the session?


How will the nominal group technique be used to achieve this goal?


How will the members of the team work together (guidelines for effective participation)?


What specific steps and tasks will be involved in achieving the goal?


How much time will be allocated to each step or task? What voting mechanism is most appropriate for the size of the group and the specific stage of the process?


What will the outcome look like? What will the group present to the other levels?


Download a sample format here. Your assignment is to complete the missing sections (in red) and develop any additional participant materials or instructions to assist the


group in completing the task.


Please submit your assignment.


For assistance with your assignment, please use your text, Web resources, and all course materials.


Individual Project Rubric


Grading Criteria Percentage


Deliverable requirements addressed; understanding of material


and writer's message and intent are clear.


40%


Calculation methods, where required, are contextually


appropriate, fully explained, and presented in a manner that is


easy to understand.


10%


External research incorporated in the paper, if any, supports


the writer's position properly acknowledged and cited; direct


quotations may not exceed 10% of the word count of the body


of the assignment deliverable (excluded title page, abstract or


table of contents if used, tables, exhibits, appendices, and


reference page(s).) Inclusion of plagiarized content will not be


tolerated and may result in adverse academic consequences.


5%


Critical thinking: Position is well-justified; logical flow;


examples provided where appropriate.


20%


Structure: Includes introduction and conclusion; proper


paragraph format; reads as a polished academic paper or


professional presentation, as appropriate for the required


assignment deliverable.


10%


Mechanical: No spelling, grammatical, or punctuation errors. 10%


APA: Deliverable is cited properly according to the APA


Publication Manual (6th ed.).


5%


Reading Assignment
Editorial Board, Ch 9 & 10


Assignment Objectives


Appropriately use a systematic diagnosis to organizational situations, and diagnose the resistant forces in organization change


Appropriately use communication techniques as relevant to managing organizational change


Other Information


There is no additional information to display at this time.
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paragraph format; reads as a polished academic paper or
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